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Traditional
ecology is
concerned
with
“natural”
ecosystems

Urban
economists
are concerned
with the CBD
and its
surroundings
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The classical urban story –
wave of expansion
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Despite the legend, even some Dutch cities are not at all
compact. They sprawl all over, into the surrounding “nature”
which is essentially “anthropogenic”
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The urban sprawl is characteristic
of the Western world, and Israel
does not differ in this respect.
Tel Aviv, Haifa, Jerusalem, BeerSheba - are all sprawling at various
rates

This image is of too
low resolution and does
not fit to our story.
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Nesher

The modern urban story
is sprawl and we have a
plenty of data on its
footprints

Daliya and Issafiya
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Our past work
The works on the evolution of Tel Aviv from 1935 – 1990’s
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Insights from our past work
It is possible to depict cities by simulation
models – e. g. the “p model”.
 We have demonstrated leap-frogging as a
characterization of the evolution of spatial
morphologies in cities like Tel Aviv.
 Cities display clustering of built up areas.
Clusters are defined as contiguous built-up
urban areas.


The Model in StarLogo

Temporal Changes

Basic spatial approach
The developer tries to an find optimal
location on a line and to choose optimal
height.

Objective Function
Max FV (t =τ )=−I (x)(1+ r)τ −c(h) + p( x)h
x, h

st. τ =τ ( x,h)

Model’s principles






The developer chooses location (x) and height (h)
on a straight line.
The decision of developer is at a specific time and
is based on the characteristic time of locations and
willingness to pay (WTP) at those locations.
Every period the spatial conditions are changed
and developers respond to the changes.
The city’s evolution is the outcome of decisions
by many developers during many periods.

Where does the city sprawl? The land beyond the city boundary is
never a natural reserve full of the wildlife…
The city sprawl into the anthropogenic land-uses, which are agriculture
with a fraction of built-up areas, abandoned or yet uncultivated areas.
Surprisingly, this major land-use type is almost ignored by the regional
science. The nowadays paradigms of urban geography and ecology
focus on the urban and wildlife states and miss the intermediate one

Agriculture and
other
anthropogenic
land-uses
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Typical regional land-uses in the western world
Urban core

Peri-urban zone
Urban nonanthropogenic
landscapes?

Wild nature

Our view of the regional land-use should thus change Æ
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CLASSIC CITY

Fraction of
the entire
area

1

Cultivated
area

Non-build area
Area available for “wild
species”

Distance from
the urban core
0

Fraction of
maximal
possible

1

More heterogeneity Æ
more niches for the
wild species Æ higher
species richness

More area available for “wild species” Æ higher
abundance

Distance from
the urban core
0
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1

SPRAWLING CITY

Fraction of
the entire
area
Non-build area

Cultivated
area
Area available for “wild
species”

0

1

Distance from
the urban core

Fraction of
maximal
possible
Heterogeneity of the
non-urban landuses determines the
species richness

The area available for “wild
species” determines their
abundance
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0

Distance from
the urban core

Species richness in the peri-urban areas can be high:
Change in avian richness with progressively more forest (less human
settlement) in the human-influenced landscape in Central Puget Sound
region of Washington, United States

J. Liu et al., Science 317, 1513 -1516 (2007)
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We aim at high-resolution simulation model of regional
land-use dynamics comprised of the sub-models of
• Urban sprawling dynamics,
• Economics of agricultural land-use and production,
• Model of wildlife species distribution and abundance
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The model of regional land-use dynamics

Morphology of
open spaces
Urban sprawl
model

Profitability of
agriculture
Feasibility of
natural
ecosystems
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Thank you
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